
KEEP YOUR DOG SAFE!
FENCE YOUR PROPERTY (OR A PART)

Why doesn’t my dog just stay at home Many dogs descend from the gundog or hound groups
These dogs are bred to search for their quarry, and are therefore naturally 
inclined to hunt in large areas.  
They have no desire to guard a territory

Prevent your dog getting stolen Yes, it does happen. 
You should have a secure outdoor area for your dog to be safe when you 
are out

Keep your neighbours happy Farmers will potentially shoot a loose dog in livestock
Most people do not want a stray dog round their house

Make sure your dog has enough space
They need to be able to run around

Minimum ¼ acre (spaniel and upwards in size)
Half that (terrier/chihauhau)

Dry warm bed area If your dog has to be outside 



Wireless dog fence

Relatively cheap

Relatively cheap
Easy to install
Useful for large areas when you 
are at home to monitor your dog

Some dogs are tough enough to ignore it
Any person (or other dog) can come in and steal or 
attack your dog

Rabbit wire
Sheep wire

Relatively cheap
Easy to install

May need to be dug into ground to prevent
escaping diggers
Needs to be high enough to keep your dog in.  
A jack Russell can easily jump a metre, a larger 
athletic dog can clear 8 feet
Can be chewed through
Can be cut through if someone wants to steal your 
dog 

Secure galvanized or 
plastic covered fencing

Expensive
Long lasting
Secure – takes a long time to cut 
through!

May need to be dug into ground to prevent
escaping diggers
Needs to be high enough to keep your dog in.  
A jack Russell can easily jump a metre, a larger 
athletic dog can clear 8 feet


